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Good modern dictionaries increasingly base the compilation of both their macro- and 
microstructure on electronic corpora. As the microstructure is the subject of this article, the 
focus is on corpora as the key to writing better dictionary articles, with special reference to 
African-language lexicography. As such, the impact of corpora as an aid to sense distinctions, the 
retrieval of typical collocations, the pinpointing of frequent clusters and the selection of 
representative, authentic examples is given due attention. Throughout the discussion, corpus 
data are contrasted with native-speaker intuitions, and dictionary articles that were compiled 
intuitively within the framework of so-called traditional `manual lexicography' are evaluated 
against those compiled by means of a corpus. All corpus data are culled from two relatively large 
electronic corpora, one 4-million-word Pretoria Sepedi Corpus (PSC) and one 2.2-million-word 
Kiswahili Internet Corpus (KIC). 

Introduction 

Although the use of electronic corpora in the 
compilation of dictionaries has become a well-
established practice in Europe and especially in 
the United Kingdom in the past decade, the 
utilisation of such corpora in the field of African-
language lexicography is still very much in its 
infancy. The crucial benefit of corpora in the 
broad field of linguistics has been summarised as 
follows in the literature: 

Corpora are the research tools for the 
essential inductive observation of `real' 
language (James, Davison, Cheung Heung-
yeung & Deerwester, 1994: 12). 

* Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. 

Presently, corpora are recognized, by more 
and more research and development 
groups, as the most precious aid in 
designing systems that respond to user 
needs, in terms of types of texts and real 
language to be treated (Calzolari, 1996: 4). 

Hence, in order to respond to user needs, modem 
researchers must treat real language which is most 
conveniently stored in electronic corpora. This 
current linguistic trend is especially obvious in 
lexicography. For several centuries lexicographers 
battled to increase the quality of dictionaries. The 
corpus, however, has suddenly opened up new 
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horizons for the dictionary maker. Just as the 
word processor superseded the typewriter in word 
processing, corpus lexicography has now super-
seded manual lexicography: 

For reasons of quality [...] new dictionaries 
will be based on the analysis of large 
electronic text corpora rather than on 
introspective methods only (Kruyt, 1995: 
118). 

The Oxford-Hachette English-French, 
French-English Dictionary [...] uses two 
unilingual corpora, one in English, the 
other in French, to ensure that the 
dictionary represents English and French as 
they are used not only by the lexic-
ographers, but by hundreds of native 
speakers (Roberts & Montgomery, 1996: 
457). 

Recent development of corpus linguistics 
and actual corpora has been remarkable. 
Many dictionaries published recently all 
enjoyed in some way or another the use of 
large corpora (Tono, 1996: 116-117). 

The usefulness of real-language corpora for 
writing learner's dictionaries now seems to 
be beyond dispute (Williams, 1996: 497). 

In the past decade, English lexicography 
has benefited from the availability of large-
scale text corpora and good corpus query 
software, and lexicographers in all large 
UK reference publishers now use this type 
of resource (Atkins, Levin & Song, 1996: 
345). 

In addition, we cannot but agree with Atkins 
when she claims that corpus-based lexicography is 
`infinitely more fun' (1992-1993: 6). In the present 
article we will focus on a selection of corpus 
applications on the microstructural level, since 
macrostructural applications have been dealt with 
in De Schryver & Prinsloo (2000 d). Taken 
together, these two articles form part of a series 
of publications in which the compilation of  
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African-language electronic corpora, various 
applications in the broad field of African-
language linguistics, and corpus stability issues 
are discussed in great detail (see also De Schryver 
& Prinsloo, 2000 c, and Prinsloo & De Schryver, 
forthcoming a, b). 

Compared to macrostructural applications, 
microstructural applications receive by far more 
attention both at dictionary conferences (see for 
instance Atkins & Rundell, 1999) and in the 
literature: 

corpora can be used to identify the various 
senses or uses of particular types and their 
relative frequencies (Kennedy, 1998: 91). 

Corpora are increasingly used in 
lexicography in order to provide good 
evidence for dictionary statements [...] The 
principal benefit for lexicography is that 
corpora provide convenient evidence of the 
formal usage of lexical items: the associated 
syntactic structures, phraseological pat-
terns, and collocations; contexts of use; 
frequencies and distributions in terms of 
variety, genre, and register; and, where 
diachronic corpora are available, evidence 
of changes in currency and usage (Moon, 
1998: 347). 

This article argues that African-language 
lexicography, if it is to take its rightful place in 
the new millennium, cannot stay on the sidelines 
when it comes to the active use of corpora to 
improve the quality of microstructural elements in 
the treatment of lemma signs. 

Corpora as the key to writing better 
dictionary articles 

One could say that the basic aim of the 
lexicographer is to guide the user in respect of 
the properties/features/characteristics/use/mean-
ing of the lemma sign. Laufer formulates this 
basic aim as follows: 

knowing a word would ideally imply 
familiarity with all its properties [...] When 
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a person `knows' a word, he/she knows the 
following: the word's pronunciation, its 
spelling, its morphological components, if 
any, the words that are morphologically 
related to it, the word's syntactic behaviour 
in a sentence, the full range of the word's 
meaning, the appropriate situations for 
using the word, its collocational restric-
tions, its distribution and the relation 
between the word and other words within a 
lexical set (Laufer, 1992: 71). 

Thus in terms of Laufer it can be said that it is 
the aim of the lexicographer to present the 
microstructural components (hence the different 
data types given in the article of a lemma sign) in 
such a way as to enable the user to know the word 
at the end of the entire information retrieval 
route. The question is then how the utilisation of 
a corpus can help the lexicographer to achieve this 
ultimate microstructural goal. 

A large, structured, electronic corpus is the first 
requirement for corpus-based dictionaries. How-
ever, a corpus without advanced corpus query 
tools is of no use. (For more information on 
`structured, electronic corpora' and `corpus query 
tools' we would like to refer the reader to De 
Schryver & Prinsloo, 2000 c.) Such tools must be 
able to provide at least two basic outputs, namely 
word-frequency counts and concordance lines, as 
well as the capability of analysing problematic 
contexts. 'Word-frequency counts' can be used in 
order to decide which data to include and how to 
include those data. When utilising word-fre-
quency counts, the lexicographer should consid-
er:  (i)  the rank or position of items in ordered 
frequency lists, (ii) overall counts, being the total 
number of occurrences of items in the entire 
corpus, and (iii) the distribution of those items 
across the different sub-corpora or sources. 
`Concordance lines' culled from living-language 
sources supplement and support the lexicogra-
pher's (native-speaker) intuition. They take him/ 
her to the heart of the actual usage of words 
through the display of the word(s) in context, 
allowing the lexicographer to see up to several 
dozens of contexts at a glance. 
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In order to illustrate this interaction between 
corpus queries and the compilation of a dictio-
nary's microstructure, the present article will be 
structured as follows. Firstly, a brief introduction 
to corpus queries as an aid to sense distinctions is 
given with reference to the Sepedi words gagaba 
`crawl' and bala `read; count'. Still for Sepedi, this 
is followed by a detailed analysis of collocates of 
ipona 'see oneself' nd clusters revolving around 
swanetše `must, ought to' in terms of corpus data 
versus the lexicographer's intuition relating to 
their use. The treatment of ipona and swanetše in 
currently available Sepedi dictionaries and the 
extent of the search path involved in those 
dictionaries will then be discussed. Each section 
will be concluded with suggestions for improve-
ment of the respective articles by means of a 
corpus-based microstructure. Finally, the power 
of integrating various corpus query tools will be 
illustrated with a brief overview of the search for a 
typical and natural example sentence for the 
microstructure of the Kiswahili verb kusema 'say; 
speak'. 

Corpora as an aid to sense distinctions 

The lexicographer is always in doubt whether he/ 
she has covered all the relevant senses of a lemma 
sign in the definition or in setting up a translation 
equivalent paradigm. A corpus helps him/her 
considerably in ascertaining whether all possible 
senses, or at least the main ones, of a particular 
lemma sign have been detected and treated. A 
simple word such as run, for example, contains an 
astonishing 82 different senses and roughly 350 
sub-senses in The Oxford English Dictionary 
(19922). The chances of a dictionary compiler 
gathering all of these senses and sub-senses on the 
basis of intuition is zero. However, by studying a 
selection or `screenful' of corpus lines, as in the 
oversimplified example shown in Table 1, which is 
a tiny extract of crawl concordance lines from the 
British National Corpus, the various senses and 
sub-senses can easily be determined. 

A single glance at these lines is sufficient to 
detect the main senses of crawl such as `moving on 
hands and knees', 'time moving slowly', 'be 
overcrowded', etc. 
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Table 1 Corpus lines for crawl*, cited in Atkins, Rundell & Weiner (1997: slide 6abc2) 

	

You have to 	crawl 	along these tunnels. 

	

Exhausted fugitives 	crawl 	from the lake. 

	

Too tired even to read, he 	crawled 	into bed. 

	

A two-mile tail-back 	crawled 	towards the Auditorium. 

	

...as if a gigantic spider had just 	crawled 	across the table. 

	

You've got little brown insects 	crawling 	about all over you. 

	

The whole kitchen was 	crawling 	with ants. 

	

East Germany is 	crawling 	with spies and traitors. 

	

Angela Morgan's car was being 	crawled 	over inch by inch by a forensic team. 

	

...to get women to support us by 	crawling 	to them. 

	

Dark heavy clouds were 	crawling 	across the sky. 

	

There was a little sheep trail 	crawling 	up the hillside. 

	

She was having little chats as she 	crawled 	down the list. 

	

The days before then seemed to 	crawl 	past. 

Especially for languages that do not as yet have 
sophisticated dictionaries, taking corpus lines as 
one's point of departure for sense distinctions in 
order to write definitions (monolingual diction-
aries) or find translation equivalents (bilingual 
dictionaries), is the ideal way to start. Consider 
the Sepedi lines shown in Table 2 — taken from the 
Pretoria Sepedi Corpus (PSC) when it stood at 4 
million running words — for one of the translation 
equivalents for crawl, namely gagaba. 

The following senses clearly emerge from the 
concordance lines listed in Table 2: 

(1) `sailing (as a snake)' 

Noga ye kgolo ye  tala  e fetile kgauswi le 
Kgarebo le Motšhitšhi e gagaba  ka  lebelo.  Ba  e 
lebeletše go fihlela ... 

'A big green snake closely passed Kgarebo 

Table 2 Concordance lines for gagaba (19) in PSC 

and Motšhitšhi, sailing very fast. They 

watched it until ...' 

(2) `passing (of time)' 

... a hlokometše gore nako le yona e a gagaba. 
Ebago ke eng se segolo sona seo a se 

nyakago ... 

.. he/she noted that time also was passing 

(crawling). What can be the main thing he/she 

is looking for ...' 

(3) `moving (through a list of items)' 

ile a hlaloša  ka moka  ditaba go tloga 
mathomong a gagaba natšo  ka  lenaneo go fihla 

go tša lehono. 

`... he/she explained all the issues from the 

very beginning moving down the list arriving 

at the most recent ones.' 

	

a hlokometše  gore  nako le yona e a 	gagaba 	. Ebago ke eng se segolo sona seo a 

	

tla dirang ge e se go wa ka dimpa ba 	gagaba 	? A ba gagabe gobane ba belegwe go 

	

. O tla tama o oketše ge bjale  re 	gagaba 	3. 4 DIGAGABI Meeno ya digagabi o ka 

	

o mo tšere ka toka." 53 Di  rile  go 	gagaba 	bokgole bjo go bjona go bego go šetše 

	

makarapa a mantši, a  be  a tla 	gagaba 	ka dimpa. (Setunyana.) KORIBANA: Hei, 

	

iketlile bjalo ka peleng. Nako e  be  e 	gagaba 	ka lebelo la mmutla. Motsotso wo 

	

kgauswi le Kgarebo le Motšhitšhi e 	gagaba 	ka lebelo. Ba e lebeletše go fihlela 

	

ya mahlahla, Mantikodiko, a bile a 	gagaba 	ka lekeke bjalo ka kgala ge e sepela 

	

hlogong, a hlakela ka wona a bile a 	gagaba 	moo  gare ga lapa, a o tokaeditše 

	

ka moka ditaba go tloga mathomong a 	gagaba 	natšo ka lenaneo go fihla go tša 
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Table 3 Concordance lines for bala (1,060) in PSC 

šomela pele, o ka ba wa  re  o kgona go bala dikgopolo tša batho ka moka bao ba 
, a fihlola ka mae a go gadikwa goba a bah dikuranta. Ka morago ga ditumedišo le 
ntlhoriša bja go wa. Ruri ge nka  re  ke bala ditšhelete tšeo o senyegetšwego ka 

go boela go ba bangwe ba kgale, mme ba bala ka menwana  ye  e atilego. Eupša bjalo 
Seroboka — mang le mang mo motseng, ke bala le batho ba bagolo ba  be  ba mmoifa. Ge 

a ehwa. O ile a  re  yena o no hlwa a bala mo dikuranteng  gore  mošemane wa 
theeditše ka tsebe tše pedi o ka  re  o bala mogopolo wa mokgalabje. Papagwe o  be  a 

e mo tseba goba e mmone. O ile ge a bala mphato wa bohlano mmagwe a hlokafala, 
tla hwetša tema yeo o swanetšego go e bala pele o etla ka phapošing nako  ye  e 

ka fao ke  be  ke sa kgone go bala sefahlego sa gagwe. "Ga ke tsebe  gore 

Consider also the extract from the concordance 
lines for bala `read; count' shown in Table 3. 

The following senses clearly emerge from the 
concordance lines listed in Table 3: 

(4) `read' 

... a fihlola  ka  mae a go gadikwa  goba  a bala 
dikuranta. 

.. he/she eats eggs for breakfast or reads 
newspapers.' 

(5) `count' 

Ruri ge nka re ke bala ditšhelete tšeo o 
senyegetšwego  ka  tšona ... 
`Really if I could count that money you 
messed with ...' 

(6) `include' 

mang le mang mo motseng, ke bala le batho 
ba bagolo ba be ba mmoifa. 

`... everyone in the village including the adults 
feared him/her.' 

(7) 'do/complete an academic grade/standard' 

O ile ge a bala mphato wa bohlano mmagwe a 
hlokafala, 

'When he/she was doing Standard 5 his/her 
mother died,' 

(8) 'read someone's thoughts/mind' 

... a theeditše  ka  tsebe tše pedi o  ka  re o  hala  
mogopolo wa mokgalabje. 
`... he/she listened carefully as if reading the 
old man's mind.' 

(9) 'read/see the expression of someone's face' 

O be a mphuraletše  ka  fao ke be ke  sa  kgone go 
bala sefahlego  sa  gagwe. 

`He/she turned away from me and therefore I 
could not see his/her face.' 

From Tables 2 and 3 it is clear that different 
senses of a word can easily be detected from 
authentic examples culled from corpus lines, 
supplementing the lexicographer's intuition. 
While, in traditional `manual lexicography', 
examples are only used to supplement the 
definitions or translation equivalents, this order 
is reversed in `corpus lexicography'. Indeed, Fox 
and Krishnamurthy, reporting on the compilation 
of the first major mega-corpus-based dictionary, 
the Collins COBUILD English Language Diction-
ary (COBUILD1), write: 

We read the [corpus] lines to see whether 
there are any that are suitable for use as 
examples (Fox, 1987: 147). 

Once the examples for an entry had been 
grouped into categories and sub-categories, 
and these had been ordered, definitions had 
to be written for each category and sub-
category (Krishnamurthy, 1987: 77). 

This approach, too, should be followed in 
compiling modern African-language dictionaries. 
That is, firstly, concordance lines derived from an 
electronic corpus should be used in analysing the 
respective lexica. Secondly, those lines, together 
with the detailed analysis, should then form the 
basis for the lexicographer's choice of examples 
on the one hand, and definitions and translation 
equivalents on the other hand. 
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Corpora as an aid to retrieve typical 
collocations 

In this section we will illustrate how a detailed 
analysis of corpus lines, in combination with 
frequency counts at various levels, for the 
frequent Sepedi word ipona 'to see oneself', 
enables lexicographers to tremendously enhance 
the quality of microstructural elements. 

The reflexive ipona, with a rank of 934, occurs 
305 times in the 4-million-word Pretoria Sepedi 
Corpus (PSC). Table 4 shows a selection of 
corpus lines for ipona culled from PSC. 

Collocates of the base ipona according to 
PSC 

Corpus lines such as those presented in Table 4 
are an excellent starting point for writing 
definitions and setting up translation equivalent 
paradigms, yet good corpus query tools enable 
much more. Firstly, one can look into the 
frequent collocations of ipona. Our understand-
ing of collocations follows Heid's, who himself 
took Hausmann's tradition as a point of 
departure: 

Collocations involve two lexemes [...] plus 
"grammatical words", such as determiners, 
prepositions, etc. [...] For ease of reference, 
we adopt HAUSMANN'S distinction 
between base and collocate [...] The two 
items participate in a well-formed gram- 
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matical construction; with respect to the 
categories of the items involved, we 
distinguish noun-noun, noun-verb, noun-
adjective verb-adverb, adjective-adverb 
combinations ([...] bases (in HAUSMANN'S 
terms) in italics) (Heid, 1998: 302). 

If one instructs the corpus query tool to 
calculate and list the collocates of the base ipona 
in order of their frequency, looking up to five 
places to the left and up to five places to the right, 
one gets the result shown in Table 5. 

From Table 5 one sees that a `grammatical 
word' such as item number 4, le, collocates 141 
times with ipona in the horizon L5-R5 (hence in 
the range from 5 places to the left up to 5 places to 
the right). 53 of these collocates occur to the left 
of ipona, 88 to the right. A breakdown of 
occurrences to the right is 5 times one to the 
right, 40 times two to the right, 20 times three to 
the right, 13 times four to the right and 10 times 
five to the right. 

It goes without saying that no mother tongue 
speaker would be able to even come close to a 
presentation of collocations in this form if he/she 
based his/her effort on intuition. Yet one might 
assume that coming up with the most frequent 
collocates `immediately to the right' of the base 
would not be asking too much from a native-
speaker lexicographer. The top ten collocates of 
the base ipona that collocate immediately to the 
right of ipona in PSC are shown in Table 6. 

Table 4 Corpus lines for ipona (305) in PSC 

	

Pelo e  be  e baba e opa ebile a 	ipona 	a šetše a le gomangkanna wa 

	

di gomaretšwe ka diatla. Ge ba ka no 	ipona 	ba šetše ba etšwa fao  chile  ba 

	

bao ba di hweditšego, ba swanetše go 	ipona 	e le ba mahlatse ka kudu. Bjale, ka 

	

." "Maroga, ke a  bona gore  o šetše o 	ipona 	gore  o monnana byale, ga o sa dula le 

	

ka megokgo, "tumo ya ka e  be  e le go 	ipona 	ke le gae Moletlane. Ga bomotho ga se 

	

Le diota ke bahlale; Sefahlogo se 	ipona 	meetseng, Pelo ya motho yona, E 

	

bja bopelokwane. Go fetšeng lenaba la 	ipona 	molato, kgopolo ya ba go khupetša  

	

tše  bjalo di se tša ntlhagela. Ke 	ipona 	phošo  gape  ka go tlwaelana kudu le 

	

le tla lapiša basetsana la ba la 	ipona 	phošo. Ge le hwibileditge dithaba tša 

	

lona, o swana le monna, e a rego ge a 	ipona 	seiponeng, a  bona  sefahlogo se a 
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Table 5 Collocates of the base ipona (with horizons L5-R5) in PSC- 

# Item Total Left Right L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 * R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 

1 a 342 193 149 15 20 41 9 108 0 68 13 24 27 17 
2 ipona 311 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 305 0 0 1 0 2 
3 ke 159 82 77 14 15 14 12 27 0 28 15 23 6 5 
4 le 141 53 88 23 11 12 6 1 0 5 40 20 13 10 
5 o 139 97 42 14 4 29 8 42 0 7 11 8 9 7 
6  ka  134 62 72 13 11 14 7 17 0 14 10 13 16 19 
7 go 129 85 44 10 10 12 3 50 0 8 3 9 10 14 
8 ba 87 49 38 8 8 10 11 12 0 5 10 10 5 8 
9 ge 66 34 32 6 11 3 14 0 0 2 14 8 2 6 
10 e 52 19 33 8 6 2 0 3 0 17 4 2 5 5 
11 be 40 30 10 3 4 1 22 0 0 0 1 3 3 3 
12 gore 40 17 23 2 5 2 8 0 0 17 1 2 1 2 
13 ya 40 19 21 9 3 5 1 1 0 0 5 4 6 6 
14 re 39 24 15 4 5 5 4 0 7 2 2 4 0 
15 ga 36 19 17 6 7 5 1 0 0 1 3 4 4 5 
16 se 30 18 12 7 3 4 2 2 0 0 2 0 3 7 
17 šetše 29 13 16 0 1 0 12 0 0 2 14 0 0 0 
18  sa  29 20 9 3 5 9 0 3 0 0 1 1 5 2 
19 molato 27 2 25 0 0 0 2 0 0 23 1 0 0 1 
20 wa 25 15 10 4 4 3 1 3 0 0 2 1 5 2 
21 motho 22 12 10 2 4 3 3 0 0 0 1 5 3 1 
22 la 21 13 8 2 4 2 1 4 0 0 1 1 3 3 
23 mo 20 4 16 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 5 2 4 5 
24 phošo 20 1 19 0 1 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 
25 tla 19 16 3 0 0 4 2 10 0 0 1 1 1 0 

40 bile 8 6 2 1 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
41 gobane 8 2 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 1 
42 pelo 8 5 3 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 
43 botlaela 7 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 
44 gape 7 2 5 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 
45 kudu 7 5 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

Table 6 Top ten collocates of the base ipona that collocate immediately to the right of ipona in PSC 

# 	Base + Collocate 	Translation 	 Freq. 

1 	ipona molato 	'see oneself guilty' 	 23 
2 	ipona phošo 	'see one's mistake' 	 19 
3 	ipona gore 	 'see (for oneself) that ...' 	 17 
4 	ipona e le 	 'see (for oneself) that it is ...' 	 17 
5 	ipona a šetše 	'see (for oneself) that he/she has already ...' 	9 
6 	ipona botlaela 	'see one's own stupidity' 	 7 
7 	ipona molahlego 	̀see/regard oneself lost' 	 6 
8 	ipona a le 	 'see oneself as/being ...' 	 6 
9 	ipona ke le 	 'see myself as being ...' 	 5 
10 	ipona nke 	 'see as if ...' 	 4 
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Collocates of the base ipona according to 
native-speaker intuition 

In an informal survey, two mother tongue 
speakers of Sepedi who have a fair experience in 
dictionary compilation were requested to list the 
first ten typical or most frequently used collocates 
of the base ipona that came to mind. Table 7 
reflects the exact order in which they wrote the 
collocates down, thus reflecting `intuitive fre-
quency'. 

A comparison between Informant # l's 
`intuitive frequency' and corpus data is shown in 
Table 8. 

Firstly, relying only on intuition, Informant # 1 
listed four of the 10 most frequently occurring 
collocations namely ipona molato, ipona phošo,  

ipona molahlego and ipona botlaela. Even more 
significant is the fact that these four were the first 
that came to mind. It is, however, also apparent 
that intuition let the informant down from rank 
number 5 onwards, since the latter four suggested, 
namely ipona bonna, ipona bosadi, ipona bokga-
rebe and ipona bosogana did not, with the 
exception of ipona bonna, even occur once in the 
corpus. Other combinations from the PSC top 10 
shown in Table 6, such as ipona gore (17) and 
ipona e le (17), simply did not occur to Informant 
# 1. 

A comparison between Informant # 2's 
`intuitive frequency' and corpus data is shown in 
Table 9. 

From Table 9 it is clear that intuition as to the 
typical collocates of the base ipona let Informant 

Table 7 `Intuitive frequency' of the top ten collocates of the base ipona that collocate immediately to 
the right of ipona 

Informant # 1 

# 	Base + Collocate 	Translation 

1 	ipona molato 	'see oneself guilty' 
2 	ipona phošo 	 'see one's mistake' 
3 	ipona molahlego 	'see oneself lost' 
4 	ipona botlaela 	'see one's stupidity' 
5 	ipona bonna 	'see my own self'  
6 	ipona bosadi 	'see one's own femininity

' 

 
7 	ipona bokgarebe 	'see one's own virginity' 
8 	ipona bosogana 	'see ones own boyhood' 
9 — 	 — 
10 — 	 — 

Informant # 2 

Base + Collocate 	Translation 

ipona kudu 	 'see oneself greatly' 
ipona seiponeng 	 'see oneself in the mirror' 
ipona molato 	 'see oneself guilty' 
ipona bonnyane/gannyane 	'see for oneself the smallness' 
ipona mo moriting wa  ka 	'see myself in my shadow' 
ipona go gola 	 'see oneself growing' 
ipona gabotse 	 `see oneself very well' 
ipona gagolo 	 'see oneself greatly' 
ipona mo molomong 	'see oneself in the mouth' 
ipona bjaloka kgoši/monna 'see oneself as a king/person' 

Table 8 Informant # 1's intuition compared to PSC 

Informant # 1 	 PSC 

# 	Base + Collocate 	Translation 	 Freq. 
1 	ipona molato 	'see oneself guilty' 	 23 
2 	ipona phošo 	'see one's mistake' 	 19 
3 	ipona molahlego 	'see oneself lost' 	 6 
4 	ipona botlaela 	'see one's stupidity' 	 7 
5 	ipona bonna 	'see my own self' 	1 
6 	ipona bosadi 	'see one's own femininity' 	 0 
7 	ipona bokgarebe 	'see one's own virginity' 	 0 
8 	ipona bosogana 	'see ones own boyhood' 	 0 
9 — 	 — 	 — 
10 — 	 — 	 — 
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Table 9 Informant # 2's intuition compared to PSC 

Informant # 2 	 PSC  
# 	Base + Collocate 	Translation 	 Freq. 

1 	ipona kudu 	 'see oneself greatly' 	 0 
2 	ipona seiponeng 	 'see oneself in the mirror' 	 1 
3 	ipona molato 	 'see oneself guilty' 	 23 
4 	ipona bonnyanelgannyane 	'see for oneself the smallness' 	 0 
5 	ipona mo moriting wa  ka 	'see myself in my shadow' 	 0 
6 	ipona go gola 	 'see oneself growing' 	 0 
7 	ipona gabotse 	 'see oneself very well' 	 3 
8 	ipona gagolo 	 'see oneself greatly' 	 0 
9 	ipona mo molomong 	'see oneself in the mouth' 	 0 
10 	ipona bjaloka kgoši/monna 	'see oneself as a king/person' 	 0 

# 2 down. The first two collocates listed, as well as 
seven others further below, have almost zero 
occurrence in the corpus. The fact that one cannot 
solely rely on intuition is supported by the 
conclusions drawn by Fox in experiments con-
ducted in this regard: 

One other thing that real-text examples give 
is accurate collocations. Again, this is an 
area that people have difficulty in 
appreciating fully. Once a collocate is 
given, it is so obvious that no-one can 
imagine not guessing it correctly. Yet, when 
people are asked to give the collocates of 
words, they frequently do not do well — 
except for those words where collocates are 
frozen (Fox, 1987: 146). 

Table 10 reflects the PSC top 10 compared to 
the informants' success or failure based on 
intuition. 

From Table 10 it is clear that the combined 
statistics of the two informants does not reflect a 
positive success figure for intuitively selected 
collocates. With Fox, we must conclude that 
`[o]nce again, intuition is not as good as evidence' 
(1987: 146). 

Microstructural treatment of ipona and its 
collocates 

From the above, it should not come as a surprise 
that the treatment (or lack of treatment) of ipona 
and its collocates in manually-compiled diction- 

Table 10 PSC top 10 compared to the informants' success or failure based on intuition 

PSC 	Informants 

# 	Base + Collocate Translation 	 Freq. 	# 1 	# 2  

1 	ipona molato 	'see oneself guilty' 	 23 	✓ 	✓ 
2 	ipona phošo 	'see one's mistake' 	 19 	✓ 	— 
3 	ipona gore 	'see (for oneself) that ...' 	 17 	— 	— 
4 	ipona e le 	'see (for oneself) that it is ...' 	 17 	— 	— 
5 	ipona a šetše 	'see (for oneself) that he/she has already ...' 	9 	— 	— 
6 	ipona botlaela 	'see one's own stupidity' 	 7 	✓ 	— 
7 	ipona molahlego 	̀see/regard oneself lost' 	 6 	✓ 	— 
8 	ipona a le 	'see oneself as/being ...' 	 6 	— 	— 
9 	ipona ke le 	'see myself as being ...' 	 5 	— 	— 
10 	ipona nke 	'see as if ...' 	 4 	— 	— 
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aries reflect under/ill-treatment, as will now be 
illustrated. Firstly, in treating collocations in a 
dictionary, one will be well-advised to give heed 
to Heid's suggestion: 

to distinguish typical (i.e. dictionary-
relevant) collocations from trivial lexical 
combinations  (cf.  pay attention, colloca-
tional, vs. pay the amount, trivial) [...] is 
sometimes hard [...] in the lexicographer's 
daily task of selecting dictionary-relevant 
items; we tend, here, to follow (Bergen-
holtz/Tarp 1994:407), who suggest that 
frequency in a corpus is usable as an 
important piece of additional information 
in this decision process (Heid, 1998: 302). 

Secondly, we can analyse the treatment of ipona 
and its collocates in the three most comprehensive 
dictionaries currently available for Sepedi, namely 
the Pukuntšu woordeboek (Kriel & Van Wyk, 
19894), for short Pukuntšu; The New English-
Northern Sotho Dictionary (Kriel, 19764), for 
short New English; and the Groot Noord-Sotho-
woordeboek (Ziervogel & Mokgokong, 1975), for 
short GN. 

In Pukuntšu, ipona is not treated at all. The 
user has to follow the guidelines given in that 
dictionary's front matter. The relevant rule is 
shown in (10), from which it is clear that the user 
has to conclude that the word should be looked 
up under bona. 

(10) ip-/mp-: b-, bv. ipona/mpona 	onder bôna 
p-, bv. ipatolla/mpatolla onder patolla 

For this particular reflexive form, the user is 
lucky not having to consider two possibilities, 
namely bona or *pona, since ipona leading to bona 
was fortuitously chosen as the navigating exam-
ple. Under bona the user finds two separate 
articles, namely bona' `they' and bona2  `see'. He/ 
she has to pick one and we can assume he/she will 
realise that 'see' is the relevant meaning. Say the 
user is looking for ipona molato, then the next step 
is to look up molato. Under molato, however, the 
first equivalent is "skuld" (debt) and the user can 
easily incorrectly translate ipona molato as *`see/  

realise that one owes someone money'. Note the 
cumbersome information-retrieval route the user 
has to follow to find the most frequently used 
collocate of the base ipona, yet without then being 
absolutely convinced that he/she has arrived at 
the correct meaning: 

(11) ipôna -+ alphabetical position ip- in the 
central text --> guidelines in the front matter 
--> category verbs, subcategory prefixes --> ip- 
look up under b- or p- --> bôna1 or bôna2  
--> molato 

In GN the verb ipona is lemmatised. Yet, 
instead of a treatment, the user finds a cross-
reference to bona. At least the user knows he/she 
is on the right track. The article for bona, 
however, fills seven columns of fine print in the 
dictionary. Ipona is only treated at the end of 
column 3, which includes the example o a ~ 
molato  goba  ga o ipone molato? 'do you plead 
guilty or not guilty?'. 

The New English gives a much more satisfac-
tory treatment of ipona, as shown verbatim in 
(12). 

(12) i 'pona, v., reflex., see oneself; -molato, see or 
recognise one's fault, admit one's guilt. 

Nonetheless, the article shown in (12) could be 
improved by utilising feedback from the corpus to 
include authentic examples of usage, other 
frequent collocates of the base ipona, and an 
indication of the lemma sign's frequency. To-
gether with tonological and phonological infor-
mation, a microstructurally sound article might 
take the form of (13). 

(13) ipôna see oneself; have monthly periods; 
ipôna molato see or recognise one's fault, 
admit one's guilt; O ipôna molato  na?  Do you 
plead guilty?; ipôna phôšô see one's own 
mistake; O mmotšê gore o ipôna phôšô  ka  sêo 
o se dirilêgo. Tell him/her that you made a 
mistake in what you have done. 

(1) ipôna gore/botlaêla/molahlêgô; v. reflexive, 
(ípóna), /ipona/; *00 

As far as `content' is concerned, (13) is very 
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much corpus-based; yet, the `presentation' of the 
different data types is a direct result of the 
application of the concept of Simultaneous 
Feedback. This concept was originally designed 
and applied to Cilubà by De Schryver (1999) and 
is currently utilised in the Sepedi Dictionary 
Project (SeDiPro). Simultaneous Feedback can 
be understood as entailing a method in terms of 
which the release of several small-scale parallel 
dictionaries triggers off feedback that is instantly 
channelled back into the compilation process of a 
main dictionary. As such the target users 
continuously guide the compilers during the 
entire compilation process. Analysis of the 
Sepedi feedback so far indicates, among other 
things, that our `general target user group' wishes 
to find a translation equivalent first, opts for 
semi-colons over numerals to separate the various 
senses, is keen on finding a frequency indication, 
and is not sufficiently familiar with the place-
holder symbol (--). This is why the article shown 
in (13) repeats the lemma sign throughout the 
microstructure, and why a new slot — coined 
'Extra-information Slot' and starting with (i) — 
was introduced at the end. (The process of 
Simultaneous Feedback is described in great 
detail in De Schryver & Prinsloo (2000a, 2000b) 
with reference to Cilubà-Dutch and Sepedi-
English dictionaries.) 

Corpora as an aid to pinpoint frequent 
clusters 

As a second example to illustrate the contribution 
corpora can make during the microstructural 

Table 11 Corpus lines for swanetše (2,671) in PSC  

compilation of dictionary articles, consider the 
Sepedi word swanetše `must, ought to'. Swanetše, 
with a rank of 135, occurs 2,671 times in PSC. As 
this is almost once on every second page in the 
average Sepedi reader, swanetše is thus a very 
frequently used word that is most likely to be 
looked up by learners. 

Any corpus lexicographer working on swanetše 
will start by looking at a few screenfuls of corpus 
lines, of which Table 11 is a selection. 

Clusters with swanetše in the initial position 
according to PSC 

From screenfuls such as Table 11, where the lines 
have been 'right-sorted', the lexicographer will 
quickly notice that there is a recurrent pattern as 
far as 'the word(s) following the keyword(s)' (here 
swanetše) is concerned. In order to support this 
observation, lexicographers can instruct corpus 
query software to calculate and list the frequent 
clusters. According to Scott: 

Clusters are words which are found 
repeatedly in each others' company. They 
represent a tighter relationship than col-
locates, more like groups or phrases (but I 
call them clusters because these terms 
already have uses in grammar) (Scott, 
2000). 

Atkins & Rundell refer to this phenomenon as 
`multiword "chunks"', being `recurrent phrases 
of any length' (1999: 9). The top 10 two-word 
clusters in PSC with swanetše in the initial 
position, are listed in Table 12. 

sekolong. Feela taba yeo e swanetše go ba sephiri.  Ba  buša ba mo reta, 
go direga lehono. Kotlo ya lena e swanetše go ba sešupo go ba bangwe gore molao 

Go go rwaletše lehu.  Ge  o le kgoši o swanetše go ba tau, e re ge o rora diphoofolo 
' Maleka a a hlokago.  Seo  ba bego ba swanetše go mo thuša  ka  sona e be e  

sa  batho, mme ya re ge ba swanetše go ntefa ba ntshwariša bothata." 
, mme ba potlakela go tšwa.  Ge  ba swanetše go tsena  ka  heke ba bona Kota ya 
Mpule a re ba ba senyetša nako, ba swanetše go ya go bona mokgekolo Dunusani. Se 
re go godiša ngwana, ya re mola ba swanetše gore ba thušane  ka  tša bophelo, yo 

. Balwetši ba swara bothata ge ba swanetše gore ba thušege mo go tša kalafo. Ke 
eng. Bona batho ba ba bjalo, ge ba swanetše gore ba tle ba thuše ba bangwe, ba 
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Table 12 Two-word clusters with swanetše 
(2,671) in the initial position in PSC 

Cluster 	 Freq. 

swanetše go 	 2,305 	86.3 
swanetše gore 	103 	3.9 
swanetše ge 	 38 	1.4 
swanetše a 	 33 	1.2 
swanetše ba 	 28 	1.0 

swanetše ke 	 24 	0.9 
swanetše e 	 20 	0.7 
swanetše o 	 15 	0.6 
swanetše  ka 	 8 	0.3 
swanetše ebile 	 6 	0.2 

Going down one level in respect of words used 
in combination with swanetše, one can see from 
Table 12 that swanetše is followed 2,305 times by 
go (or 86% of all occurrences of swanetše) and 
103 times by gore (4%). (A variety of other 
clusters make up the remaining 10%.) This simply 
means that apart from the combination swanetše 
gore, the focus for the lexicographic treatment of 
swanetše should be on swanetše go and comple-
ments of swanetše go. A breakdown of the latter is 
shown in Table 13. 

Table 13 Three-word clusters with swanetše go 
(2,305) in the initial position in PSC 

Cluster 	 Freq. 

swanetše go ba 	396 	14.8 
swanetše go ya 	58 	2.2 
swanetše go no 	56 	2.1 
swanetše go mo 	47 	1.8 
swanetše go fela 	38 	1.4 
swanetše go tseba 	37 	1.4 
swanetše go be 	36 	1.3 
swanetše go a 	 35 	1.3 
swanetše go di 	 34 	1.3 
swanetše go yo 	32 	1.2 

As can be seen from Table 13, going down a 
second level, i.e. zooming in on words following 
swanetše go, it is found that swanetše go followed 
by ba accounts for 396 or 14.8% out of the 
possible 2,671 occurrences of swanetše. 

The complement ba itself requires further 
investigation and treatment by the lexicogra- 
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pher, firstly on the strength of its high frequency 
as a complement of swanetše go and secondly 
since two extreme possibilities exist, namely ba as 
an object concord of class 2 or as a copulative verb 
stem. Hence it is the duty of the lexicographer to 
help the user, especially the inexperienced one, to 
distinguish between (14a) versus (14b). 

(14a) ba as an object concord of class 2 

go ba boifa 'to fear them'; go ba bona 'to see 
them', go ba botša 'to tell them' 

	

ga ba swanela go hwa, lehu le 	swanetše go ba 
boifa. Poloko ya mohu  ka  noši ga 

bea ba gaSerumula molato ba re e swanetše go ba 
bona ba ba romeletšego ditsotsi 

bulago molomo. Ka pelong  sa  re ke swanetše go ba 
botša ke re: "Le ra bommabeno," 

(14b) ba as a copulative verb stem 

go ba gona 'to be there'; go ba hlatse 'to be a 
witness'; go ba le hlogo ya sekolo 'to be with 
the headmaster' 

	

o fošitše kudu; fela kgaugelo e 	swanetše go ba 
gona Batau."  Ge  banna ba kwele 

	

go ahlolwa,  ka  gore yo a bego 	a 	swanetše go ba 
hlatse ya gagwe e be e le 

	

le taba ga a  na  le yona, molato 	o 	swanetše go ba 
le hlogo ya sekolo kamehla. Gona 

It is thus clear that one needs to go down to a 
third level in the analysis of swanetše, as shown in 
Table 14. 

Table 14 Four-word clusters with swanetše go 
ba (396) in the initial position in PSC 

Cluster 	 Freq. 

swanetše go ba a 	78 	2.9 
swanetše go ba le 	70 	2.6 
swanetše go ba e 	32 	1.2 
swanetše go ba gona 	21 	0.8 
swanetše go ba o 	20 	0.7 
swanetše go ba go 	16 	0.6 
swanetše go ba ba 	14 	0.5 
swanetše go ba ke 	12 	0.4 
swanetše go ba lentšu 	2 	0.1 
swanetše go ba motho 	2 	0.1 
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From Table 14 one sees that the most frequent 
words used in combination with swanetše go ba 
which result in `meaningful clusters' are le and 
gona, namely swanetše go ba le 'must be with' (70) 
and swanetše go ba gona 'must be there' (21). 

A schematic analysis of the clusters with 
swanetše in the initial position is summarised in 
Figure 1. 

From Figure 1 it is obvious that the corpus 
lexicographer must focus on the cluster swanetše 
gore, and especially on the cluster swanetše go ba 
(le/gona). 

Clusters with swanetše in the initial position 
according to native-speaker intuition 

In order to assess to what extent the lexicographer 
could analyse the `clusters with swanetše in the 
initial position' intuitively, thus without the use of 
a corpus, the two informants were requested to 
list the first ten typical or most frequently used 
words or word groups following swanetše that  
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came to mind. Tables 15 and 16 reflect the exact 
order in which they listed the different clusters, 
thus reflecting `intuitive frequency', with the 
actual counts from PSC included. 

Both mother tongue speakers named almost 
exclusively clusters of swanetše where swanetše is 
followed by go. Thus, in principle, as far as level 
one is concerned, they intuitively correctly 
selected the two-word clusters which make up 
86% of all occurrences of swanetše. However, 
their intuition fell short in going down a second 
level, namely that ba frequently follows swanetše 
go. Compare the occurrence of swanetše go ba as 
15% of all clusters which include swanetše. 

Note also that Informant # 1 managed to list 
only four, and Informant # 2 only three, clusters 
of reasonable frequency. The fact that these are 
the first few on their `intuitive frequency lists' 
goes some way to support the assumption that the 
lexicographer can rely to a limited extent on his/ 
her intuition regarding frequency. Yet native- 

Figure 1 Schematic analysis of the clusters with swanetše in the initial position 

swanetše 
'must' 

2,671 (100.0%) 

swanetše gore 
'must that ...' 
103 (3.9%) 

swanetše 
ge/alba/ke/e/o/ka/ 

ebile ... 

swanetše go ba 
'must be' 

396 (14.8%) 

swanetše go 
ya/no/mo/fela/tseba/ 

swanetše go ba le 
'must be with' 

70 (2.9%) 

swanetše go ba gona 
'must be there' 

21 (0.8%) 

swanetše go ba 
a/e/o/go/ba/ke/lentšu/ 

motho/ ... 

swanetše go 
'must ...' 

2,305 (86.3%) 
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Table 15 Informant # l's intuition compared to PSC 

Informant # 1 	 PSC 

# 	Cluster 	 Translation 	 Freq. 
1 	swanetše go sepela 	 'must walk/go' 	 16 
2 	swanetše go tla 	 'must come' 	 23 
3 	swanetše go ja 	 'must eat' 	 11 
4 	swanetše go bolela 	 'must speak' 	 17 
5 	swanetše go opela 	 'must sing' 	 0 
6 	swanetše go fetola 	 'must change/answer' 	 1 
7 	swanetše go lefa 	 'must pay' 	 1 
8 	swanetše go tloga 	 'must go away' 	 1 
9 — 	 — 	 — 
10 — 	 — 	 — 

Table 16 Informant ## 2's intuition compared to PSC 

Informant # 2 	 PSC  

# 	Cluster 	 Translation 	 Freq.  

1 	swanetše go sepela 	 'must walk/go' 	 16 
2 	swanetše go ja 	 'must eat' 	 11 
3 	swanetše go robala 	 'must sleep' 	 4 
4 	swanetše go itokiša 	 'must repair' 	 0 
5 	swanetše go hlapa 	 'must wash' 	 0 
6 	swanetše go boledišana naye 	'must talk to him/her' 	 2 
7 	swanetše go mo tiela mogala 	'must phone him/her' 	 0 
8 	swanetše ke go otlwa 	 'must be punished' 	 0 
9 	swanetše go fetša mošomo wo 	'must complete this job' 	0 
10 	swanetše go hlatswa diaparo 	'must wash the clothes' 	 0 

speaker intuition is by no means sufficient in 
pinpointing the really frequent clusters. What is 
most important to note is that both mother 
tongue speakers missed out on all possible 
clusters starting with swanetše go ba and swanetše 

gore, which together make up an enormous 
18.7% of the total usage of swanetše. 

It is reasonable to argue that one.  cannot expect 
from mother tongue speakers to come up with 
`grammatical clusters'. Table 17 therefore com- 

Table 17 PSC top 10 compared to the informants' success or failure based on intuition 

PSC 	Informants  
# 	Cluster 	 Translation 	 Freq. 	# 1 	# 2  
1 	swanetše go ba (le/gona/...) 'must be (with/there/...)' 	396 	— 	— 
2 	swanetše gore ... 	 'must that ...' 	 103 	— 	— 
3 	swanetše go ya 	 'must go' 	 58 	— 	— 
4 	swanetše go fela 	 'must end' 	 38 	— 	— 
5 	swanetše go tseba 	 'must know' 	 37 	— 	— 
6 	swanetše go  dira 	'must work' 	 29 	— 	— 
7 	swanetše go tšwa 	 'must leave' 	 26 	— 	— 
8 	swanetše go tla 	 'must come' 	 23 	✓ 	— 
9 	swanetše go dula 	 'must sit' 	 19 	— 	— 
10 	swanetše go tšea 	 'must take' 	 19 	 —  
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pares the top 10 `meaningful clusters' in PSC with 
those suggested by the informants. 

Table 17 amply indicates that native-speaker 
intuition barely rivals corpus data. 

Microstructural treatment of swanetše and its 
clusters 

We can now consider the treatment of swanetše in 
Pukuntšu, New English and GN. 

Following the editorial policy not to lemmatise 
perfect forms of verbs, swanetše is not even 
included as a lemma sign in Pukuntšu. From a 
frequency of use point of view it is unfortunate 
not to lemmatise a word ranking 135th  in the 
frequency list of over 100,000 different words in 
the corpus in order to stay consistent with regard 
to editorial policy. As can be seen from (15), in 
this dictionary the user has to find swanetše under 
swanela. 

(15) swanêla, ww. HHL (perf. swanêtše): pas (by), 
behoort, geskik/verplig wees. 

This is a bad start for the inexperienced user 
since he/she has to consult the guidelines to the 
dictionary first. The relevant section of the 
guidelines of that dictionary's front matter is 
shown in (16). 

(16)  
-dilê: 	-la, 	bv. badile 	onder bala 
-ditšê: 	-tša, 	bv. biditše 	onder bitša 
-êtše: 	-êla, bv. rapetše 	onder rapêla 

-ala, bv. robetše 	onder rôbala 
-itšê: 	-ša, 	bv. bešitše 	onder beša 

-tšha, bv. bontšhitše onder bôntšha  
-sa,  bv. lesitše 	onder lesa 
tswa, bv. hlatswitše onder hlatswa 

-(m)me: -ma, bv. thomme 	onder thôma 
eme 	onder êma 

-(n)ne  -na, 	bv. ganne 	onder gana 
bone 	onder bôna 

-olotšê: -olla, bv. tlemolotše onder tlêmolla 
-ntše: 	-nya, bv. fentše 	onder fênya 

-tše: 	-la, 	bv. sepetše 	onder sepela 

These guidelines are not very user-friendly. In 
the first instance, the user is confronted by two  

possibilities for -etše namely -ela or -ala. This 
results in unnecessary searches. He/she may even 
be distracted by the guideline for -tše. Moreover, 
since the treatment in this article is focused on 
swanela, no translation equivalent is given 
specifically for swanetše, namely the simple word 
moet `must'. 

The New English dictionary gives translation 
equivalents for swanetše. That dictionary's article 
is shown verbatim in (17). 

(17) swa'nela, swa'nê.la, v.i., fitting, be in order, 
be suitable or becoming, fit.; swanetše, pft.,  
aux.  v., should, ought, must, compelled to, 
forced to, need to, bound to; swanetšego, 
which is fit, proper or suitable. 

Here, at least, the word swanetše is entered and 
treated. Treating the relative form swanetšego as 
well is also very user-friendly since the latter, with 
a rank of 493, occurred no fewer than 594 times in 
the corpus. However, both swanetše and swane
tšego are treated as sub-lemmata within the article 
of swanela, nicely honouring grammatical rela-
tions between swanela, swanetše and swanetšego as 
being the present, past tense and past tense plus 
relative suffix forms of the verb respectively. 
Unfortunately the inexperienced user does not 
gain from this grammatical consideration. To the 
contrary, he/she will not know that swanetše and 
swanetšego should be looked up in the article of 
swanela since, unlike Pukuntšu, no guidelines such 
as (16) are given. 

In Pukuntšu and New English it is expected 
from the user to know that swanetše is the past 
tense form of swanela and that he/she should start 
the search for information with swanela. In GN 
the situation is more complicated. Here, based on 
a strict grammatical approach, swanela itself is 
regarded as the applicative form of swana and 
therefore neither swanetše nor swanela has 
lemma-sign status. As a result, both swanetše 
and swanela are treated under swana,  cf.  Figure 2. 

The chances of the inexperienced user knowing 
that swanetše has to be looked up under swana are 
very slim. To make things worse, the guidelines to 
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Figure 2 The article swana in GN (Ziervogel & Mokgokong, 1975) 
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this dictionary comprise 38 pages and are in 
themselves not very user-friendly. 

In all these cases it is clear that the search path 
or information retrieval process the user has to 
undertake is very long and unnecessarily compli-
cated. As far as examples of usage are concerned, 
GN does give one example of usage for swanetše, 
namely o swanetše go šoma  ka  maatla 'you ought/ 
must work hard'. This example, although quite 
clear, can at best be described as dull compared to 
the richness/naturalness, as will be shown below, 
of the numerous examples offered by corpus lines. 
(See Prinsloo & Gouws (2000) for a detailed 
perspective on authentic (corpus) versus made-up 
examples.) 

The final step in the discussion of swanetše is 
then to enhance the quality of the dictionary 
article by utilising the information given by the 
corpus. Firstly it stands to reason that a word 
ranking 135th deserves lemma-sign status. An 
improved article for swanetše is suggested in (18). 

(18) swanêtše must, ought to;  
USUALLY FOLLOWED BY go (ba)  O 

swanêtše go ya. You must go.; swanêtše go 
ba must be;  Ba  swanêtše go ba  gôna.  They 
must be there.; Hlôgô ya sekolo e swanêtše go 
ba êlêtša. The headmaster must warn them.; 
SOMETIMES FOLLOWED BY gore O 

swanêtše gore o di hlôkômêle. You must keep 
an eye on it. 

O swanêtše go fela/tseba/dira/tšwa/tla/dula/ 
tšea; v. perf., (swánètšé), /swanetše/; ••• 

This is still a relatively short article even though 
navigation words such as `usually followed by' 
and `sometimes followed by' are written in full for 
the sake of user-friendliness. This article also 
includes corpus-based examples and incorporates 
90% of the most likely occurrences of clusters 
with swanetše. As such, finding the exact word 
combination that he/she is looking for is invalu-
able to the user. 

The user's most likely search for meaning is, 
furthermore, not interrupted by grammatical, 
tonal and phonological information. These data 
are found in the Extra-information Slot at the end 
of the article, together with a presentation of the  

highly used clusters as untreated sub-lemmata. 
Direct tonal indication on the vowels by means of 
' ` ' and ' ' ' is also more user-friendly than HLH 

(compare (15)), which requires a knowledge of 
syllable-division from the target user. Finally, 
information on the frequency of use of the lemma 
sign is indicated schematically, with ••• being 
used for extremely frequent lemma signs, ••O for 
very frequent ones, 

•
00 for frequent ones, and 

000 for all the others. A lemma sign such as 
swanetše with three filled diamonds, indicates to 
the user that this word is extremely frequent and 
worthwhile memorising right from the start. (For 
a discussion of explicit frequency markers we 
would like to refer the reader to De Schryver & 
Prinsloo, 2000d: 301-302.) 

Corpora as an aid to select typical and 
natural examples 

In this final section we look into the huge 
potential of combining different corpus query 
tools, with special reference to the selection of 
excellent typical and natural examples. Fox 
defines these terms as follows: 

Our first and foremost requirement for 
examples is typicality: that they should 
show the way in which people actually use 
the word they are exemplifying. [...] 
naturalness [...] is the well-formedness of 
sentences not in isolation but in text (Fox, 
1987: 138-139). 

With good query tools at his/her disposal, the 
lexicographer can combine the output of different 
tools such as word-frequency counts and con-
cordance-line screens. For instance, by means of 
word-frequency counts the lexicographer can 
determine that the second most frequently used 
verb in Kiswahili is kusema 'say; speak', and that 
the most frequent inflection for that verb is 
alisema `he/she said; he/she spoke'. 

This highly used inflected form of the verb can, 
for instance, firstly be studied in terms of the 
typical three-word clusters in which it occurs in 
the Kiswahili Internet Corpus (KIC), a corpus 
which stands at 2.2 million words at present. The 
results are shown in Table 18. 
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Table 18 Three-word clusters with alisema 
(7,041) in KIC 

# Cluster 	 Freq. 

1 	huyo alisema kuwa 	 101 
2 	alisema baada ya 	 74 
3 	alisema jana kuwa 	 58 
4 	Gewe alisema kuwa 	 47 
5 	alisema pamoja na 	 46 
6 	alisema kutokana na 	 39 
7 	Kamanda Gewe alisema 	38 
8 	Rais Mkapa alisema 	 38 
9 	alisema kuwa kwa 	 35 
10 alisema hata hivyo 	 29  

From Table 18 we see that the most frequent 
three-word cluster with alisema in KIC is huyo 
alisema kuwa `he/she said that'. The second most 
frequent cluster is alisema baada ya `he/she said 
after', followed by alisema jana kuwa `he/she said 
yesterday that', etc. 

Secondly, the ability of the query tool to 
analyse an item in terms of its typical collocations 
can be employed for alisema. In Table 19 a 
selection of the collocates of the base alisema 
within the horizon L5-R5 is listed. 

From Table 19 one must conclude that, besides 
the abbreviations Bw. (= Bwana) `Mr.' and Dk. 
(= Daktari) `Dr.', it is especially nouns referring 
to `high-ranking civil servants or bodies' like 
serikali `government', mkuu `district commis-
sioner; leader',  rais  `president', waziri `minister, 
secretary of state' or chama `political party' which 
collocate most frequently with the base alisema. 

Finally, with all these available corpus data it is 
now very easy for the lexicographer to select a 
typical and natural example of usage for inclusion 
into the dictionary by simply glancing at the 
output of one or more concordance-line screens. 
Potter claims: 

learners are best served by carefully chosen 
corpus examples, not only because these 
represent the language as it is actually 
spoken and written, but also because 
learners can rely on the validity and 
accuracy of the information which the 
examples contain (Potter, 1998: 357). 

Going through the concordance lines for 
alisema, one can for instance choose (19) as a 
representative and authentic example of usage to 
illustrate the verb kusema. 

(19) A representative and authentic example of 
usage to illustrate the verb kusema 

Balozi huyo alisema kuwa jitihada za serikali 
za kutokomeza rushwa hazina budi kuungwa 
mkono. 
'The ambassador said that government efforts 
to combat corruption must be supported.'2  

This example sentence to illustrate the usage of 
the verb kusema has the huge advantage that:  (i)  it 
uses the most frequent inflection (alisema) of the 
verb to be illustrated, (ii) it reflects the most 
frequent cluster (huyo alisema kuwa) with this 
most frequent inflection, and (iii) it contains the 
most frequent noun (serikali) collocating with 
this most frequent cluster. 

Conclusion 

In this article we have shown clearly that querying 
corpora has become an essential aspect of the 
modern dictionary-making process. On the 
microstructural level, corpora can be seen as the 
key to writing better dictionary articles. Indeed, 
corpora enable fine-grained sense distinctions for 
writing better definitions (monolingual diction-
aries) and for setting up suitable translation 
equivalent paradigms (bilingual dictionaries). 
Furthermore, statistical tools enable the retrieval 
of typical collocations and the pinpointing of 
frequent clusters. Finally, a sound combination of 
all available tools ensures that only typical and at 
the same time natural examples find their way 
into a dictionary's microstructure. 

We have also seen that the intuition of trained 
native-speaker lexicographers cannot compare to 
the accuracy of corpus-based queries. As a result, 
`corpus lexicography' has the potential to result in 
much sounder and more user-friendly dictionaries 
then those compiled during the era of so-called 
traditional `manual lexicography'. 

It is hoped that the present article, together 
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Table 19 Collocates of the base alisema (with horizons L5-R5) in KIC 

# Item Total Left Right L5 L4 L3 L2 L1 * R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 

1 alisema 7616 273 306 28 85 93 63 4 7037 110 91 41 34 30 
2 ya 2653 1185 1468 364 345 298 178 0 0 324 291 247 307 299 
3  na  2416 1067 1349 337 327 267 131 5 0 182 261 272 324 310 
4 wa 2353 1179 1174 367 359 235 218 0 0 183 268 221 272 230 
5 kwa 1218 488 730 171 149 118 50 0 0 136 113 149 170 162 
6 Bw. 1022 891 131 24 54 244 509 60 0 36 39 15 20 21 
7 hiyo 786 317 469 54 62 87 63 51 0 127 107 101 83 51 
8 huyo 755 388 367 22 21 58 30 257 0 146 90 54 33 44 
9  ni  702 192 510 63 53 52 24 0 0 79 09 97 120 105 
10 katika 669 259 410 128 78 39 14 0 0 71 62 95 82 100 
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 
21 hayo 286 99 187 15 19 31 20 14 0 37 51 47 31 21 
22 kwamba 260 34 226 13 10 7 2 2 0 45 60 34 46 41 
23 sasa 255 71 184 20 16 10 17 8 0 71 42 38 17 16 
24 hizo 250 91 159 11 13 27 27 13 0 40 34 30 24 31 
25 serikali 245 83 162 14 14 18 23 14 0 34 34 38 26 30 
26 wake 243 129 114 19 22 31 35 22 0 18 31 17 22 26 
27 hicho 235 85 150 13 22 21 16 13 0 46 32 25 26 21 
28 mkuu 228 150 78 49 33 18 17 33 0 14 11 20 16 17 
29 ambaye 216 70 146 24 8 7 0 31 0 39 50 27 18 12 
30 jana 216 124 92 11 8 37 45 23 0 44 15 12 14 7 
31 kama 216 79 137 21 20 20 18 0 0 34 18 25 31 29 
32  rais  210 135 75 17 11 20 52 35 0 17 17 13 6 22 
33 mwaka 195 114 81 7 26 53 24 4 0 10 8 22 18 23 
34 watu 190 58 132 19 15 10 11 3 0 28 21 33 21 29 
35 baada 186 30 156 14 14 2 0 0 0 49 17 38 21 31 
36 pia 184 86 98 7 5 9 7 58 0 14 24 31 17 12 
37 nchini 182 116 66 22 28 33 25 8 0 4 5 14 28 15 
38 timu 178 74 104 17 30 15 10 2 0 25 18 16 21 24 
39 wakati 171 54 117 20 14 11 7 2 0 41 25 15 24 12 
40 Dk. 170 144 26 3 12 34 82 13 0 6 9 4 4 3 
41 aidha 165 129 36 2 0 37 17 73 0 19 13 0 2 2 
42 waziri 162 127 35 7 9 11 79 21 0 7 6 13 4 5 
43 chama 160 78 82 22 22 16 11 7 0 12 12 16 21 21 
44 mmoja 156 61 95 13 15 15 6 12 0 53 14 8 9 11 

45 vya 148 75 73 18 24 21 12 0 0 16 14 13 13 17 

with our article dealing with macrostructural 
corpus applications (De Schryver & Prinsloo, 
2000d), are sufficient proof that the discipline of 
`corpus lexicography' has become a feasible 
reality for the African languages. 

Notes 

1 This article brings together elements of a 
paper read by D.J. Prinsloo at the Fourth  

International Conference of the African Asso-

ciation for Lexicography, held at the Uni-

versity of Pretoria, 5-6 July 1999, and 
additional research by the authors. Since this 
article is being submitted for publication in a 
South African journal, necessary sensitivity 
with regard to the term `Bantu' languages is 
exercised in the authors' choice rather to use 

the term African languages. Keep in mind, 
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however, that the latter includes more than 
just the `Bantu Language Family'. 

2 

	

	The source of this corpus example is Nipashe, 
the most widely read Kiswahili daily tabloid, 
covering a wide range of well-balanced local 
and foreign news and analysis. The original 
read Balozi huyo alisema kuwa jihada za 
serikali za kutokomeza rushwa hazina budi 
kuungwa mkono... . However, the standard 
spelling of the word `effort' is jitihada and not 
*jihada. 
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